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Solar Revolution 2019/2020
for Scarlett
Introduction
This 2019/2020 Solar Revolution is valid from one birthday date to the next,
from 22 November 2019 au 21 November 2020 for you. It has been computed
for your presence in Los Angeles (Los Angeles), California, on 22 November
2019 à 15h48, (the exact moment of the Solar Revolution does not necessarily
match your legal birthday date).
It is indispensable to take into account the natal aspects which are repeated in
the Solar Return chart. Should it be otherwise, the Solar Return (SR) affects
the inner plane and is not very likely to bring about tangible events. The effect
of a SR is to "wake up" or activate the potential inscribed in the natal chart.
Nothing, or very little, can occur which is not rooted in the symbolism of the
natal chart.
As a secondary comment, we believe that it is necessary to be careful not to
give too much credit to the principle and the meaning of the planetary
dominants found in the SR chart. Indeed, since each author has his/her own
method, there may be differences among rating systems used and thus,
ranking of planetary dominants may vary. As a result, the interpretation may
be slightly distorted.
The SR chart describes the astrological climate of the year starting on your
birthday, with its assets and weaknesses. More than a predictive method, it is
a comprehension tool which sheds light on the evolution of your personality.
It enables you to seize opportunities to blossom, and it helps to avoid traps. It
is necessary that you adjust your life context to the situations explained in this
Report. Indeed, everyone can take charge of one's life in order to change the
nature of an event, grab dormant opportunities, or overcome hurdles. After
completing the analysis of your planetary dominants and the assessment of
your SR Ascendant (these components give information on psychological
trends prevailing throughout the year), we compare your natal and SR charts
in order to identify the type of climate in which your life is most likely to
unfold during this specific timeframe. Lastly, we review your planetary
aspects in order to pinpoint possible opportunities and dangers.
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Please, also bear in mind that forecasting is first and foremost done using the
transit technique, and that this Solar Return Report must be considered as its
complement. Indeed, SR forecasts may be less reliable than transit forecasts,
and therefore, the former should be taken with a few reservations, although it
has numerous proponents, and it is definitely a valuable technique. For all its
passionate partisans, the SR Report constitutes a fully fledged forecast.
Nonetheless, we recommend that you read it in addition to your yearly
forecast, established on the basis of your transits, and that you consider it as
the main Report.
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Your Astrological Parameters
Scarlett, born November 22, 1984, at 07:00 AM, New York (New York), New
York [74.00W ; 40.42N ; 5W00]
Natal Planets
Sun

0°22'

In House

Natal Houses

Sagittarius

House 1

House 1

1°08'

Sagittarius

Moon

24°12'

Scorpio

House 12

House 2

2°49'

Capricorn

Mercury

21°46'

Sagittarius

House 1

House 3

9°52'

Aquarius

Venus

10°13'

Capricorn

House 2

House 4

16°35'

Pisces

Mars

5°04'

Aquarius

House 2

House 5

17°03'

Aries

Jupiter

12°48'

Capricorn

House 2

House 6

11°06'

Taurus

Saturn

20°25'

Scorpio

House 12

House 7

1°08'

Gemini

Uranus

12°59'

Sagittarius

House 1

House 8

2°49'

Cancer

Neptune

0°02'

Capricorn

House 1

House 9

9°52'

Leo

Pluto

3°11'

Scorpio

House 11

House 10 16°35'

Virgo

Node

27°27'

Taurus

House 6

House 11 17°03'

Libra

Lilith

27°35' R

Aries

House 5

House 12 11°06'

Scorpio

* In keeping with the common practice, we consider that a planet posited within 1 degree of the next house belongs
to that house. We allow an orb of 2 degrees for the ASC and the MC.
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Your Solar Revolution 2019/2020
Day of the Solar Revolution, 22 November 2019 à 15h48
Place of the Solar Revolution: Los Angeles (Los Angeles), California

Outer ring: chart of the day of the Solar Revolution
Inner ring: natal chart
Caption
Conjunction
Opposition and Square
Trine and Sextile
Semi-square and Sesqui-quadrate
Semi-sextile, Quintile and Bi-quintile
Inconjunct
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Solar Revolution Chart
The date of the Solar Revolution: 22 November 2019 à 15h48 at Los Angeles
(Los Angeles), California [118.14W ; 34.03N ; 8W00]
SR Planets
Sun

0°22'

SR Houses
Sagittarius

House 1

14°07'

Taurus

Moon

11°45'

Libra

House 2

12°37'

Gemini

Mercury

12°00'

Scorpio

House 3

5°35'

Cancer

Venus

26°15'

Sagittarius

House 4

28°20'

Cancer

Mars

2°25'

Scorpio

House 5

25°08'

Leo

Jupiter

27°51'

Sagittarius

House 6

0°35'

Saturn

17°13'

Capricorn

House 7

14°07'

Scorpio

3°36' R

Taurus

House 8

12°37'

Sagittarius

Neptune

15°56' R

Pisces

House 9

5°35'

Capricorn

Pluto

21°15'

Capricorn

House 10 28°20'

Capricorn

Cancer

House 11 25°08'

Aquarius

Aries

House 12

Aries

Uranus

Node

9°04' R

Lilith

16°49' R

0°35'

Libra

N.B.: only active aspects are analysed, and some aspects which are displayed are not.
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Your Solar Revolution 2019/2020
Saturn is one of the planetary dominants of your Solar Revolution
chart
You go through a period of self-questionings. You are lucid and you see
reality as it actually is. You lose a few illusions, and you refuse compromises
and situations built on wrong bases. You must go to the essentials, relinquish
mirages, and courageously consider the necessity to organize your life setting.
Thus, although this is a year of rigour, it can prove constructive on many
accounts. You are better prepared to face crises than you usually are. You
know how to draw the lessons from the past and to realistically look at facts,
without naivety or pretence. You are more clear-sighted and pragmatic than
you are idealistic, and you do not let illusions damage the authenticity of your
life's components. Although some people may criticise you for disrupting the
foundations of your life, they can but praise the genuine honesty which
forbids you to tolerate approximation, hypocrisy, and easy solutions. A return
to the roots, and most probably, a salutary one...

Mercury is one of the planetary dominants of your Solar Revolution
chart
Communication and open-mindedness are your forte this year. You establish
new contacts, and you increase the number of your activities and
undertakings without hesitating to involve your entourage. You want to
communicate and to spark up encounters and discussions. This is a very
constructive behaviour, particularly if your profession is based on
relationships. Human contacts take a special dimension here: both
commercial transactions and personal matters lead you to discover new
perspectives, to broaden the scope of your centres of interest and your
methods of interpersonal approach. Several encounters may prove decisive in
the social area more than on the affective plane. Do not dread to launch trial
balloons, or to face unknown situations. Indeed, the experiments you make
"just to see", or for fun, have every chance to result in opening new and
fruitful paths.

Your Natal And Solar Revolution Chart
Houses indicate in which areas each planet expresses its function. The natal
houses where the SR Ascendant and SR Midheaven are posited are of utmost
importance and indicate the sectors on which you focus your activities. The
values symbolised by the tenanted houses are the best assets you should rely
on in order to harmoniously experience the energies of your SR chart.
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The Solar Revolution Ascendant in House VI
Your professional life, as well as the totality of your daily responsibilities, need
to be reorganised. You must take into account constraints imposed by your
life setting, and you need to adjust to new working conditions. You put
everything in order and strive to better control your social and professional
spheres. Before seizing hypothetical opportunities, you must be in control of
the situation and counter any mistake caused by factual mismanagement. It is
the time to take stock, since yesterday dreams give way to a more rigorous
life. You must analyse and sort out your life with deep clear-sightedness. You
must also solve problems one after the other and organise your activities in a
rational way. You become more sensitive to hygiene matters, and you pay
increased attention to the balance of your psychological or physical health.
The main issue is your capacity to put your life back on the right track. The
consistency you demonstrate is an asset for your growth, although it
sometimes means that you must relinquish values that are outdated now. A
return to the sources, somehow.

The Solar Revolution Midheaven in House II
The main focus of this year is on possessions, financial resources, and your
personal scale of values. This year is auspicious for transactions and benefits
of all kinds. You harvest the fruits of a project you have carried off
successfully. Whether you deal with a moral or a financial investment, you
place your capital advisedly, and it is certainly the time for large-scale
achievements. To that end, you display a realistic frame of mind, you are
capable of seizing opportunities in a timely manner, and you take advantage
of all the possibilities offered to you. You must pay special attention to the
management of both your material and spiritual assets, and review the way
you run your personal undertakings. How am I going to benefit from my
previous acquisitions? This is the type of questions you should ask yourself.
Indeed, what is at stake this year is financial gain, or the fulfilment of your
aspirations. Some financial transactions are favoured, of course provided that
you can afford them! In any case, this year lends itself to the increase of your
fortune, whether of a material or spiritual nature. In other words, it is the right
time to develop all the values that are the most obvious or… essential to your
eyes.

The Solar Revolution Ascendant
The SR Ascendant often differs from your natal Ascendant. The SR Ascendant
is the sign rising on the horizon at the very moment of your astrological
birthday (when the Sun is posited at the exact point of the Zodiac he occupied
at the moment of your birth). Your personality takes on the characteristics of
the rising sign for the whole year. The SR Ascendant describes the nuances of
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the human character in perpetual evolution.

Your Solar Revolution Ascendant: Taurus
The Ascendant of your SR chart, not to be mistaken for your natal Ascendant,
is posited in Taurus. You spend your goods and your energy wittingly. You
are realistic, and you distrust sudden changes, revolutions, and love at first
sight. This year, you reconnect with your roots and your most stable bases. It
is very likely that you exercise a great deal of prudence and reflection before
granting your friendship. You take the time to live and to fully enjoy your
gains. The only fly in the ointment may be an excessive reserve and a
vigilance which slow down certain growth processes and the natural
succession of facts. Therefore, you must put your conservative mindset into
perspective and embrace the current changes without systematically closing
your mind to the unknown and to uncertain alternatives. The constant feature
of this year is a healthy stability which enables you to resist the spirit of the
times and to adhere to long-term dynamics without being lured by attractive
easy solutions that prove inefficient in the long run. A certain amount of
wisdom...

The Aspects of the Solar Revolution
The aspects of your SR chart describe the relationships among planets. They
may be harmonious (trines, sextiles), tense (squares, oppositions) or
ambivalent (conjunctions). They give information on opportunities to seize,
or possible hurdles to overcome. They imply no inexorable sense of fatality
whatsoever, since free will can significantly change the course of events. The
strength of each aspect is indicated by stars, from * (mild) to ***** (potent,
very meaningful configuration).

Conjunction

Jupiter

Venus, orb 1°36'

This planetary configuration is well thought of. It suggests a fruitful stage in
romance that is favourable to some sort of legalization (such as getting
married) or to perfect bliss. However, this interpretation must be relativized:
of course, your forte lies in your seductive abilities and your capacity to adjust
your desires to the constraints of the moment. Although feelings are wild, you
don't lose the sense of realities. Therefore, more than usual, you arouse a
sympathy for which you are willing to compromise. In most cases, you
discover in yourself a new interest for socializing. You may seek easy contacts,
sometimes in superficial ways. Love has got a price and you are ready to pay.
The danger may be that you accept several concessions that turn out to be
impossible to bear in the long run. The euphoria of the moment must be
carefully balanced. Finally, this period is excellent for expressing (Jupiter is
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the planet of language) your feelings (Venus) and translating your heart's
reasons into actions.

Opposition

Uranus

Mars, orb 1°11'

This period is placed under the sign of unnecessary risks. Your judgments are
adamant and final. You are willing to follow your ideas through without
taking obstacles into account. You expose yourself to reversals of fortune
because your strong impulsiveness leads you to neglect important topics.
Thunderbolts may turn against you. It is certain that your fighting spirit can
accomplish miracles. But you should not be so reckless. The climate becomes
explosive at times! Actually, events speed up. The danger is that you may take
extremist stands, thus worsening existing tensions. Hard-line policy leads to a
dead end, more often than not. You must shrewdly handle divergences,
otherwise skids will undoubtedly crop up! However, this planetary
configuration may be positive if your life has been stagnating for the past few
months and no solution was in sight. The final settlement of a conflict
sometimes goes through a few telescoping. If misunderstandings have
amassed, this period is excellent for clearing the air. It is likely that latent
quarrels, and conflicts that have remained in the dark for too long, break out
in broad daylight. It is up to you to avoid aggressive outpourings and to retain
only the best of this configuration: clarification of misunderstandings and
efficient actions that break deadlocks.

Trine

Neptune

Mercury, orb 3°55'

Sweet illusions may come true. Words work their magic: it is the time for
unexpected encounters and godsends. Discussions turn to your advantage.
The period is very favourable for confidential talks and behind the scenes
bargaining. Take advantage of your improvisation skills, and your intuitions
will give you the keys to a fruitful dialogue. Do not try to influence events or
to speed up their development. It is better to let your antennae and your
intuition be your guides. In any case, you are moving towards unknown
territories and you try to explore still virgin paths. You don't do that out of
curiosity but because "you must", because you feel that a new dialogue is
necessary. It is likely that a new relationship will open the door to
unsuspected prospects. The only danger may be that you lack a critical mind
and blindly take the easy way out that is peddled to you.

Square

Saturn

Moon, orb 5°27'

You are going through a complex period, loaded with doubts and
self-questionings. Your intimate realm does not seem as consistent as it was.
You may need to reconsider the bases of your private life and to discard
compromises and shams. A rough time that could be painfully experienced.
What you took for granted yesterday seems so heavy to bear now. You are
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doubtful of all the things you used to do out of habit. Your daily pace and your
personal or family life may be shattered. It is important to understand
correctly the stakes of such a period. It is true that circumstances are less
promising than they used to be. However, you are invited to re-organize your
life and to break habits with a view to building a daily reality that lives up to
your deeper aspirations. In order to make the most of this planetary
configuration, it is necessary to relinquish your comfort to some extent and to
strike a new, more essential balance. You must also accept with lucidity to
pay the price for a peace of mind that is yet to come. Even though it means,
sometimes, to sacrifice a few reassuring elements on which your stability and
habits were based.

Sextile

Jupiter

Mars, orb 4°33'

It is the right time to take action and to demonstrate your efficiency. You
successfully settle the scores without offending your entourage and you
reconcile strong fighting spirit with diplomacy. You jump at opportunities as
they arise and your actions are perfectly timed. You mobilize your energy
advisedly, which increases your chances of success. However, euphoria may
lead you to forget boundaries. Beware of inordinate programmes and
disproportionate large-scale enterprises! Avoid appealing projects that don't
match your expertise. All opportunities are not necessarily suitable.
Nonetheless, the climate is constructive and after challenges, the time for
opportunities has come, and solutions start to emerge. As you adjust your
actions to the current realities, you become aware of new prospects, you take
no chances and as a result, you achieve your objectives. Whatever the
upcoming pitfalls might be, the first step is often the decisive one.

Opposition

Uranus

Mercury, orb 8°24'

This hard Uranus-Mercury aspect inclines to radical attitudes and lightning
explanations. Compromises give way to shattering solutions and debates are
hot. This climate allows you to sweep aside the ambiguities that undermine
your life. The situation seems unequivocal, especially regarding your
relationships. However, beware of the rough stuff! Words may overstep the
limits of what is generally accepted as decent. Although some experiences are
worthy, you must be prepared to cope with the consequences of your
extremist attitudes. Some situations exclude immoderate language, although
all the things that are said needed to be said. You may stand up for some
extravagant, even a bit revolutionary idea. Your frame of mind inclines to all
eccentricities, especially the most gratuitous ones. Your mind is more critical
and curt and you may want to implement a hopeless or hare-brained project to
the bitter end. It doesn't matter! Nothing seems to shake your convictions.
Nothing, except perhaps the verdict of facts. Brilliant constructions are likely
to turn into a house of cards. At least, you will be given the opportunity to put
forward your most personal ideas.
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Sextile

Saturn

Mercury, orb 5°12'

You display great clear-sightedness and you retain your objectivity in many
circumstances. Your attitudes are marked by rigour. You strive to understand
the whys and the hows of all events and you explore the backstage of your life
setting. Superficial rapports don't interest you any more. You must now
deepen your judgments, examine the hidden machinery of your life and
understand your close friends' real motivations. This period is very good for
all types of tests and clarifications. More than ever, you need to tell the truth
and do your utmost in order to clear up your relationships. You are realistic
and you don't hesitate to dispel ambiguities, which open the way to healthy
and enduring human relationships. This period also favours new experiences
such as discovering the unknown and increasing the number of enriching
encounters. Even if sometimes it means questioning yourself with an open
mind and welcoming concepts that yesterday were still unfamiliar to you.

Conjunction

Mars

Mercury, orb 9°35'

You demonstrate an alert mind and a strong will. You take your decisions
promptly and you implement them straight away. Your great mobility endows
you with a formidable efficiency. Dialogues are lively and words, brilliant. It is
hard to counter your arguments. During this period, you adjust amazingly
well to complex surroundings and you know how to quickly impose your
ideas. Straightforward explanations may break a deadlock. In the relationship
department, the pace speeds up with an encounter leading to new prospects
or a contact that proves helpful, here and now. It may also be the beginning of
a dialogue or some initiative that requires a follow-up. In all cases, it seems
interesting to pay special attention to any new relationship, although and
particularly if you don't fully realize its importance yet. In the short or
longer-term, contacts established during this period will yield nice fruits. Of
course, it is up to you to make the first steps...

Trine

Uranus

Venus, orb 7°21'

This planetary configuration often indicates a turning point in your romantic
life. It is striking because your affectivity's dormant demands and
unavoidable requirements shoot up all of a sudden. It is also outstanding
because events may change the nature of your life and the quiet course of your
heart. There is a vivid desire for personal assertion, freedom and autonomy.
Therefore, this period is likely to give your love life an unexpected twist. It
may be an encounter that awakens your aspirations or just a new impetus
given to your couple's relationship, eventually freed from its fetters. Indeed, a
decisive point where love reaches its maturity. You gain awareness of your
real motivations. There are no more questions or doubts, there are only
answers and assertions clearly put forward. Events are likely to transform the
way you love, and to provide you with more freedom, liveliness and passion.
For some people, it is the time for love at first sight and for revelations. For
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others, it is the time for freedom, whether it is taken or given. The freedom to
be oneself in spite of the constraints of living together.
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Conclusion
It is important and even crucial that you get a good grasp of your natal chart if
you want to fully appreciate the forecast of the current year. This principle
applies particularly when computer programmes are used, as it is the case of
this Report. Indeed, the aspects assessed are more powerful and meaningful if
they are also found in the natal chart.
Besides, as stated in the introduction, we prefer to give priority to the yearly
forecast, which is based on the transit technique, and we consider the forecast
based on the Solar Revolution chart as a complement and not as a whole
Report by itself. With the combination of both methods, it is possible to
further fine-tune the diagnosis. In case there are contradictory elements
between the two Reports, the priority should be given to the yearly forecast
based on the transit technique.
It is always fruitful to re-read your forecast with the above pieces of advice in
mind. Astrology discloses a wealth of secrets to those who are capable of
observation, and it is very worthwhile. Never forget that we describe only
climates, tendencies and probabilities, not fatality, and that there is much
room available for initiatives and free will. Experience has demonstrated that
the best of all planetary climates does not necessarily bring about positive
concrete events if you demonstrate no willpower, and if you take no actions in
order to achieve a satisfactory outcome. Conversely, the potential dangers
forecasted can be alleviated or eliminated, on condition that you remain
serene, stand back, understand how some ordeals may be beneficial, would it
be spiritually only. Asking yourself relevant questions about the real meanings
of life is the invaluable key to understanding them...
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